Introduction
The term horizontal effect refers to the general pattern of H>V>Ob found in measures of: magnitude of suppression by broadband patterns on an oriented target; perceptual threshold (inverse sensitivity) to oriented content in natural scenes and other broadband content; and amount/magnitude of oriented content contained in averaged natural scenes. The term follows the nomenclature of the term oblique effect, the anisotropy of performance observed on many tasks in which performance is worst for oblique stimuli and best for horizontal and vertical stimuli (Appelle, 1972) . Thus, an oblique effect is shown in the sensitivity to isolated stimuli (e.g., grating, Gabor) but when broadband content is present a horizontal effect is observed due is seen in suppression (both surround and overlay suppression, as well as general, large-field, 1 suppression) and roughly matches the magnitude of the anisotropic bias (H>V>Ob) observed in 2 average scene content (Essock, Haun, & Kim, 2009 ). This anisotropic suppression would be an 3 efficient way for humans to encode orientation, whitening the neural representation, and serving 4 to perceptually emphasize scene content (objects) that deviates structurally from the normal anisotropic suppression serves to undo the orientation-biased content on a long-term (e.g., 8 evolutionary) timescale or a recent-past timescale, perhaps even adjusting perception of oriented 9 structure 'on the fly' based on the current visual world. Here, we addressed whether the human 10 visual system alters the perceptual salience of oriented structure to compensate for the 11 distributions of oriented content in the just-experienced visual world. We evaluated this idea in 12 the context of a previously developed Bayesian model of malleable orientation salience in which 13 perceptual bias and variability are related to the prior expectations and likelihood of a given 14 orientation of content in the environment (Girshick, Simoncelli, 2006) . Under this approach, the parameterization of the likelihood is inferred from 16 observers' behavior and the prior probability is modeled from the empirically observed 17 distribution of orientation content in the environment. 18 If it is the anisotropy in the recently-viewed environment that determines observers' 19 internal prior probability distributions and in turn causes the perceptual anisotropy, then 20 changing the environmental distribution should lead to changes in observers' perception of 21 oriented structure which could be modeled via changes in the observer's prior probability of 22 different orientations. We were specifically interested in testing how observers' perception 23 would change after experience in an environment that was not biased across orientation (as are 24 typical scenes), but instead was isotropic. As a follow-up, we also tested a subsample of three 25 observers in two other globally-altered environments. 26 to the anisotropic masking (Hansen & Essock, 2006) . Note also, that here we are referring to the "Class 1" oblique effect that reflects basic visual ability, per se, rather than the "Class 2" oblique effect that occurs on tasks that involve memory/recall of orientation of stimuli presented via any of several sensory modalities (Balikou, et To determine the effect that adapting to different distributions of environmental statistics has on 12 perception of orientation, nine observers' perceptual ability was measured at cardinal and 13 oblique orientations (0º, 45º, 90º, 135º, clockwise from vertical) using a broadband, 14 suprathreshold matching paradigm ( Figure 1A ) before and after adaptation in an isotropic 15 environment presented in virtual reality ( Figure 2 ). Observers were asked to adjust the increment 16 of an oriented test pattern to "match the perceived 'strength' or 'salience' of the oriented 17 structure" that they observed in a reference pattern which had a different (22.5 o ) orientation 18 ( Figure 1A was replaced with an isotropic spectrum (E) and the frequency representation was inversed 7 (IFFT) to create the new image (C) that was then sent to the HMD for viewing in near real-time. Fourier domain by multiplying an amplitude matrix whose values fell off exponentially with 10 spatial frequency (a "1/f pattern") by an oriented filter. The filter was triangular in orientation, 11 peaking at the test orientation and falling off linearly to 1.0 on either side of the 20º-wide 12 orientation band (see Figure 1B) . (A triangle filter was used to avoid an orientation illusion, 13 frequency-domain Mach Bands, generated by an abrupt edge in the orientation dimension 14 (Essock, Hansen, & Haun, 2007) ). For the "standard" (i.e., reference) stimulus, the peak of the 15 orientation filter was an increment of 60% (an increment scalar, I SC , of 1.6; see Figure 1B ) and 16 unchanged throughout the experiments. For the "test" stimulus, the starting increment at the 17 beginning of each trial was randomly determined to be between 1.3 and 1.9 times the amplitude of the background (and subsequently adjusted by the observers resulting amplitude spectrum was replaced with a naturalistic (1/f), but isotropic spectrum (see 13 Figure 2). The isotropic spectrum was then combined with the original phase spectrum of each 14 frame and inverse transformed to be presented on the HMD. Two follow-up conditions, an 15 "oblique-dominant" and an "enhanced-natural" condition, were also tested. 2 In the oblique- wearing the HMD for the 2-hour period with the visual input sham-filtered verified that there 7 was no effect of the filtering/viewing process itself on orientation salience.
8
A digital recording of the environmental imagery that each subject was exposed to during 9 adaptation was archived and used to characterize typical visual experience for modeling 10 purposes. As the video recording lasted the entire adaptation period, the recordings were 11 prohibitively large for full analysis, so a sample consisting of every 1/1000 frame was taken,
12
FFT performed, and averaged. The average orientation spectrum from each sample of filtered 13 and unfiltered images was computed by the method reported previously (Schweinhart & Essock, 14 2013; see Modeling: Prior for further details). The unfiltered orientation spectrum from these 15 frames served as a 'typical' environmental distribution, that is, the mean of what the observer 16 would have been exposed to without the filtering process being performed ( Figure 3C ). 17 
18

Results
19
Perceptual Performance 20 All observers showed a horizontal effect in the pre-test: subjects needed a smaller physical 21 increment (I SC ) in oblique stimuli, and a larger physical increment in horizontal stimuli to match 22 the reference pattern before adaptation. After experience in an environment with isotropic 23 orientation content, observers showed reliable and predictable changes in orientation perception.
24
As adaptation effects diminished after 5-10 minutes, we calculated the observer's mean match This malleable perception in response to changing environmental bias was also shown 10 across other types of environmental change: in addition to adaptation to an isotropic visual 11 environment we also adapted three of the observers to two other altered environments.
12
Adaptation to an environment in which the typical anisotropy was increased (enhanced natural) 13 caused orientation perception to become more anisotropic for each observer and adapting to an due to the post-adaptation test stimuli causing re-adaptation as opposed to simply due to the 1 passage of time was shown in a control condition ( Figure 6 ); after 30 minutes in the dark prior to 2 beginning the post test, the adaptation effect was still observed at its full strength. We used a Bayesian framework to model the change in observers' perception before and after 2 adaptation. According to Bayes' theorem, the product of the likelihood distribution, P(m|θ), and 3 the prior probability distribution, P(θ), is proportional to the posterior probability distribution, 4 P(θ|m), where θ is the perceived orientation and m is the measured orientation of the stimulus. 5 In an ideal encoder-decoder model, the observer makes a perceptual decision based on the 6 posterior probability. The likelihood distribution is related to the measurement noise of the To obtain an estimate of the prior before adaptation, we used the orientation spectra of over 350 16 natural images (Girshick, Landy, & Simoncelli, 2011) . The spectra were calculated using the 17 methodology detailed in our previous report (Schweinhart & Essock, 2013 adapting (see Adaptation Paradigms and Analyses, and Figure 3C ). The prior should not be an 27 exact match to the natural world, but rather a 'regularized' match in order to compensate for 28 noisy environments (Feldman, 2013) . Therefore, the fit of the prior both before and after adaptation was estimated using cubic spline interpolation at 5 control points, = Figure S3 for fits to data).
The relaxation process was accomplished by changing the temperature of the distribution, t, for 18
The predicted bias values for these control points were then used to interpolate, again using cubic 20 spline, across the range of orientations and compared to the bias obtained experimentally both 21 before and after adaptation (Figures 7 and 8 ). observers' perception following isotropic adaptation might be better explained by a model that 6 used the environmental distribution of orientations experienced during adaptation as the prior. 7 Explicitly, we predicted that people would shift their prior to more accurately represent the 8 orientation distribution in the recently experienced environment. We first modeled the pre-9 adaptation bias using the natural environmental distribution as prior and, as can be seen in Figure   10 7A, the model (lines with error plotted as the shaded region) provided a good fit to the data 11 (points with error plotted as bars). To evaluate whether people were changing their prior 12 probability distributions the model of post-adaptation perceptual bias was applied using both the 13 natural orientation distribution ( Figure 7B ) and the isotropic orientation distribution ( Figure 7C One issue left to be addressed in future work is the relation of the duration of the 26 adaptation to the magnitude of the effect observed. Also, in this study we filtered the image as a 27 whole but more likely, these adaptation effects are regional, Thus, yet to be determined is, for a Here we utilized virtual reality viewing to adapt observers to environments whose orientation 2 spectrum had been artificially manipulated and showed that the experienced distribution of 3 oriented content strongly altered which orientations of structure the observers saw best. Thus, 4 rather than having been hardwired over millennia of experience of viewing presumably 5 anisotropic scenes, the well-established bias in human perception of different orientations of 6 image structure results from dynamic, on-the-fly, adjustment of perception. We suggest that 
